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ECOnights
ECOnights is the perfect surface for basic strength and cardio applications. Its superior slip resistance and nominal 3/8" thickness make 
it a durable solution for high impact spaces. Rolls and tiles are available in 10 different color options, delivering unmatched durability and 
design options to enhance any high-energy environment.

Wellness Program patterns are 
provided for design inspiration. 
Actual samples and final 
product may vary from color 
swatches shown.

Specifications: 
• Product Type: Rolls and Interlocking Tiles
• Dimensions: Rolls – 8mm x 48” (1.2m) x 25 linear feet (7.62m)   Interlocking Tiles – 8mm x 23” (58cm) x 23” (58cm)

TOTAL ECLIPSE 626

FISH FOOD 610C

MONSTER'S INK 650B

MR. SLATE 10 652

MILKY WAY 617

SPACE NUT 655

BLUE MOOD 10 653

BIG BANG BLUE 629A

RED HOTS 10 654

CHUNKY MUNKY 648A
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BLUE MOOD 20 602

MOONROCK 812

FINAL CUT 1216

RED HOTS 20 620

MRS. DOUBTFIREPLACE 1209

GULF SHORES 2605 DESERT PALM 2606 BEACH GLASS 2607

BEDROCK 806

TOTAL ECLIPSE 626

ACTION 1213

GRAVEL ROCK 808

MR. SLATE 20 601

TAKE ONE 1214

Standard Colors
ECOfit • ECOfit Plus 
ECOmax • ECOsmash 
See below for standard color options available for  
ECOfit, ECOfit Plus, ECOmax, and ECOsmash.
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ECOFIT

ECOfit

ECOmax

Whether a traditional health and fitness application or an 
active work environment, ECOfit is an 8.2mm engineered 
surface that provides enhanced performance while 
mitigating fatigue and the risk of injury. 

View Standard Colors for color options. 
Visit EcoreCommercial.com for minimum order  
quantities, format, and technical information. 

Specifications: 
• Product Type: Rolls
•  Dimensions: 8.2mm (3.2mm+5mm) x48” (1.2m)

x 25 linear feet (15.24m)

ECOfit Plus
ECOfit Plus absorbs impact force while returning energy 
and encourages people to stand on the balls of their 
feet. This prevents compression in the back and legs. 
This 15.2mm product is available in glue down rolls or 
adhesive-free interlocking tiles. 

View Standard Colors for color options. 
Visit EcoreCommercial.com for minimum order 
quantities, format, and technical information.

Specifications: 
• Product Type: Rolls and Interlocking Tiles
•  Dimensions: Rolls – 15.2mm (3.2mm + 12mm)

x 48” (1.2m) x 25 linear feet (7.62m)
Interlocking Tiles – 15.2mm x 23” (58cm) x 23” (58cm)

ECOFIT PLUS

ECOmax is a square, 1-inch beveled tile featuring a patented 
footed system, designed specifically for use in weight rooms. 
ECOmax provides enhanced acoustical performance by 
absorbing the energy of weight impacts.

Specifications: 
• Product Type: Tiles
•  Dimensions: Tiles – 1” (25.4mm) x 24” (610mm) x24” (610mm)

View Standard Colors for color options. 
Visit EcoreCommercial.com for minimum order quantities, format, and technical information.
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View Standard Colors for color options. 
Visit EcoreCommercial.com for minimum order quantities, format, and technical information.

ECOsmash
This 2-foot by 2-foot by 2.5-inch molded composition rubber 
tile is designed for areas requiring extreme durability, ultimate 
noise reduction, and shock absorption. ECOsmash also 
addresses the challenges of structure-borne noise from weight 
drops in mixed-use buildings.

Specifications: 
• Product Type: Tiles
• Dimensions: 2.5” (63.5mm) x 24” (610mm) x 24” (610mm)

FITturf Plus
FITturf Plus is available in rolls or interlocking tiles and 
features a nylon wear layer fusion bonded to a 12mm 
composition rubber backing. This surface simulates 
natural turf and offers a portable/temporary turf system. 

Specifications: 
• Product Type: Rolls and Interlocking Tiles
•  Dimensions: Rolls – 15mm (3.2mm +12mm)

x 72” (1.2m) x 25 linear feet (7.62m)
Interlocking Tiles – 15mm x 23” (58cm) x 46” (116cm)

FITTURF PLUS

FITturf
FITturf features a dense, textured nylon wear layer fusion 
bonded to a 5mm composition rubber backing. While too 
abrasive to fall or dive on, this consistent and tight surface 
is ideal for all footwork drills as well as sled work. FITturf 
coordinates well with ECOfit and can withstand light to 
moderate free weights. 

Specifications: 
• Product Type: Rolls
•  Dimensions: 8mm (3.2mm + 5mm) x 72” (1.2m)

x 35 linear feet (10.67m)

FITTURF
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Sustaining Ability Through Performance Surfaces 
The Wellness Program

ECOsmash is designed for areas 
where extreme durability and 

ultimate noise reduction are required. 
ECOsmash mitigates shock and sound 
by absorbing impact while protecting  

the floor below.

Using Ecore's patented itstru 
technology, ECOfit Plus was designed 

with ergonomics in mind by creating 
the perfect balance of force reduction 

& energy restitution while providing 
impact insulation.

Rx is a collection designed to meet 
the unique maintenance and hygienic 

demands of group fitness, while 
offering the desirable ergonomic, 

acoustic, and safety demands required 
by all fitness applications.

ECOfit was designed to provide ample 
impact insulation as well as comfort 
underfoot with a focus on dynamic 

energy return while mitigating fatigue 
and the risk of injury.

ECOSMASH

ECOFIT PLUS RX COLLECTION

ECOFIT
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Can a floor 
do more? 
Yes.

Since 1871, Ecore has been transforming 
reclaimed materials into performance surfaces 
that make people’s lives better. What started 
with simple cork closures has evolved into a 
diverse portfolio of products solving complex 
problems in applications ranging from 
playgrounds, weight rooms and turf fields to 
hospitals, hotels and retail environments.  
We are driven everyday by a simple question, 
“Can a floor do more?” At Ecore, we believe 
the answer is “YES.” We are building our 
company and the products we offer based  
on the simple notion that floors should elevate 
beyond current expectations. Our energy is 
focused on the interaction between people 
and the surface. We engineer performance 

well beyond industry standards related 
to acoustics, ergonomics and safety. Harvesting 
the unique power from a myriad 
of waste streams, Ecore creates products 
that align–substantial force reduction with  
a balanced amount of energy restitution to 
create dynamic surfaces that are tailored  
to the individual and the application.

People will fall… we will be there to catch them! 
Professionals will overwork their bodies… we will 
soften the blow! Footfall sounds will keep 
someone awake… we will quiet the noise!
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